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Dear Trichopterologist,

In a few months we meet again at our traditional symposium, this year
in Umea, Sweden. Please find enclosed some information.

BRAUERIA in its new look has been well received. Many colleagues
have paid in advance for several years or donated considerable voluntary
contributions (one of them has given no less than 1000 Dollars !). So the
continuation for the next few years is safe.

On the other hand, the expected orders from institutes and libraries
did not materalize. In earlier years there were complaints that the
Newsletter was not present in many libraries. Now there is no reason not
to order it. The price of about five cups of coffee per year is probably
not too high for even a poor Institute ! This may be said also for
individuals in rich countries. BRAUERIA may be obtained free in exchange
for trichopterological papers. Those who have no publications and cannot
afford to pay should at least return the order form. If the form is not
returned, their interest cannot be very high. Those who have not
responded will get nothing. The number of printed copies can therefore be
reduced to save costs.

I asked for either cash or Eurocheques, with good reason. Some
colleagues have sent cheques, not Eurocheques, in other currencies to the
value of ATS 100. For these the bank deducts kO + kO + 20 which means
that for such a cheque I get exactly nothing. If you are not able to
send cash or Eurocheques, please add 100 ATS or 10 $ per cheque for
bank charges. Please make out Eurocheques in Austrian currency.

A note to colleagues who are exchanging reprints with me. I am
sending automatically my reprints of papers which I think would be of
interest to them. If you want any other papers, please let me know. The
complete list of my papers on Trichoptera may be found in the literature
list in BRAUERIA.

In July and August and in October last year I made two trips to
Greece to complete the faunistic survey. During the October trip it turned
out that Chaetopterygini (k species) were widespread in almost all of the
mountain regions of the mainland, and were common in many places.
Also, I found a second species of Apataniana and a new Potamophylax
close to winneguthi. I will now compile the Trichoptera part of "Fauna
Graeciae" and would very much appreciate any additional information or
material from Greece.

In February and March this year I was in Thailand continuing my
caddis field research with Dr.Chantaramongkol. With progress in taxonomy
(about 3\k of the species are new and must first be described], the
ecological studies are well advanced.

See you soon in Sweden !

Yours sincerely, / ) / / / , / //

© Hans Malicky/Austria; download unter www.biologiezentrum.at
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